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What is power? 

Power is: the capacity to act. 
 
Power can be exercised using authority, 
influence or force. 
 
This talk addresses the exercise of power 
through authority and organisation. 
 
The means of exercising power in 
organisations is called governance.  
 



Authority to exercise power 

An organisation’s governance arrangements set the 
power environment for its projects. 
 
Project governance must relate to this to achieve 
project success. 
 
Key governance arrangements that can affect 
success are the allocation of responsibility and 
accountability and steering committees 



What is governance? 

Governance is a very commonly used term, but my 
data collection found a wide range of understandings 
of what it means. 
 
Governance doesn’t physically exist. It’s a concept. 
No one has ever seen a governance. 
 
There’s a poem by John Godfrey Saxe about an 
ancient parable of the blind men and the elephant 
which is found in Hunduism, Jainism, Buddhism and 
Sufism. 
 



Blind Men and the Elephant 



Conceptual Blindness 

Committees
Roles,
Positions

Reporting 
Structure

Methodologies
Policies



Overcoming metaphorical blindness 
The first step is to make sure we all know what it is 
we are all actually talking about. 
 
The first part of my research was therefore to define 
it and related terms. 
 
I searched for a suitable method but could not locate 
any, so had to develop one myself.  
 
My supervisor labelled it ‘the mangle’. 
 



The McGrath Mangle 



What the mangle does 
 
The analogy is with a pastry mangle which takes a 
variety of ingredients and produces a smooth, 
homogeneous output. 
 
It  

n  defines by essence or intension,  
n  considers all possible usages, past & present,  
n  identifies & strips away any silent or assumed 

qualifiers. 
 
I applied this to a group of governance terms and 
the outcome is on the following slides. 
 



Definition of governance terms (1) 
Govern = direct and control. 
Governance = the system by which an entity is 
directed and controlled.  
Government = an entity that controls a geographic 
area.  
Organisational governance = the system by which an 
organisation is directed, controlled and held to account.  



Definition of governance terms (2) 
Organisational governance arrangements = an entity’s  

n  structure (component parts, inter-relationships),  
n  positions (roles, responsibilities, pay levels and staff 

numbers),  
n  rules (written and unwritten, including policies, 

procedures, codes, methodologies and conventions),  
n  decision making processes (including financial and 

other delegations, as well as approval processes) and  
n  records and reporting arrangements (financial, 

progress, stakeholder, assurance, audit, regulatory, 
annual). 



Definition of governance terms (3) 
Corporate governance  
= the organisational governance of a corporation  
= the system by which a corporation is directed and 
controlled and held to account.  
Public governance  
= the organisational governance of a government body 
= the system by which a government body is directed 
and controlled and held to account.  



Definition of governance terms (4) 
 
 
Project governance  
= the organisational governance of a project  
= the system by which a project is directed and 
controlled and held to account.  



Govern  
(direct & control) 

Ethics & PR 
(perception of what 

the entity does) 

Strategy 
(what the entity 

does) 

A governmental 
or 

private entity 
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Positions - (roles, responsibilities, pay levels & 
staff numbers) 

 

Structure -  
(component parts & inter-relationships) 

Rules - written & unwritten - (policies, 
procedures , codes, methodologies, 
conventions) 
Decision making - (financial & other 
delegations, approval processes) 
Records & Reporting - (financial, progress, 
stakeholder, assurance, audit, regulatory, 
annual) 

Organisational governance (the system for governing) 

Framework for governing an 
organisational entity 



Exclusions from governance 

Notable exclusions from governing and governance are: 
n  Strategy 
n  Ethics 
n  Public Relations 
n  Leadership 
n  Management 

These things are all about what we do. 
Governance is about how we do it – the mechanisms or 
tools we develop and use (+) and the constraints upon us 
(-). 
The elephant’s chain and the mahout’s mounting stand 
are not part of the elephant. 



The source of governance confusion 

The term corporate governance is often used 
synonymously with governance. 
 
This definitional looseness was an error introduced 
by the two fathers of corporate governance, Prof 
Tricker and Lord Cadbury.  
 
It also served to increase the influence of internal 
auditing by welding it to the power held by boards. 
 
Their environment was the joint-stock company 
model with shareholders and they were not 
concerned with its application to government 
departments. 
 



Accountability 

The exercise of power through authority implies 
delegation of responsibilities and holding people to 
account for their actions. 
 
So what is accountability actually is and how does it 
differ from responsibility? 
 
 
 
 



Accountability/ Responsibility definitions 
 

Responsibility: an obligation to satisfactorily 
perform a task. 
 
Responsible: accepting responsibility = accepting 
an obligation to satisfactorily perform a task.  
 
Accountability: liability for ensuring a task is 
satisfactorily done. 
 
Accountable: having accountability = having 
liability for ensuring a task is satisfactorily done. 
 



Why is this important? 

Projects use RAMs & there is a problem with the 
RACI code. 
Using A = Accountability inserts accountability into a 
responsibility assignment matrix (RAM) and half 
converts it into a (AAM), which is much less useful & 
has potential for causing confusion as: 

n  Accountability & responsibility can transition 
between organisational levels 

n  There are multiple sources of accountability–
legislative, organisational, contractual or codes 
and their different enforcement mechanisms.  

Changing A to approve converts it to a responsibility 



Other Codes 

The remaining RACI codes R = responsible, C = 
consult and I = inform are not contentious and are 
generally useful.  
 
They can be supplemented with codes such as: 

n  S where others may need to support or assist,  
n  Q where product quality is measureable and 

needs to be certified, or  
n  V for verifier on particularly large contracts.  

 
There are many codes - ARCI, CAIRO, DACI, PACSI, 
PARIS, RACI, RAPID, RATSI  
 



Steering Committees 

My literature research found the term was garnered by 
the  ICT industry in the 1980s to mean any committee 
associated with ICT. 
These committees had two purposes: to bring about 
collaboration and to influence power 
My data collection found proliferation of steering 
committees to be a problem:  

n One organisation had 25 ICT committees. 
n One respondent mentioned the constant vigilance 
required to stop the establishment of unnecessary 
committees. 
n Another mentioned they provide a means of 
obstruction. 

 



Are steering committees about power? 



Do steering committees really have the 
power to decide? 



How many people do we need to steer? 



Who is accountable? 

The PRINCE2 manual says “the steering group is 
equivalent to PRINCE2's Project Board” and “the Project 
Board is accountable for the project”.  
 
However it also says “Although the Project Board is 
responsible for the project, the Executive (supported by 
the Senior User(s) and Senior Supplier(s)) is ultimately 
accountable for the project's success and is the key 
decision maker”.  
 
This is clearly internally contradictory and while the latter 
statement distinguishes between accountability and 
responsibility, the earlier statement confuses these 
concepts. 
 
The PRINCE2 governance model has been adopted around 
the world, well beyond the boundaries of usage of the full 
PRINCE2 system. 
 



Group accountability 

How can a steering committee constitute good 
project governance when it is: 

n  not legally constituted,  
n  has no financial delegation or accountability, 

and  
n  has responsibilities overlapping with existing 

organisational roles?  



The authority of boards 

A proper board can authorise implementation of decisions.  
 
If a board or committee can decide something but cannot 
authorise its implementation, then it is advisory.  
 
Most PRINCE2 project boards cannot decide on implementation 
as the authority is with the chair, who just happens to be there, 
and so the label of the group is a misnomer.  
 
This confusion has become ‘generic’ ‘best practice’ through 
being marketed as such, then regarded as dogmatic truth by 
followers, without regard for any inconsistencies.  
 
I used these considerations to develop the following 
accountability based model for determining whether a 
committee should be set up as steering or not:  
 



Is there a need for 
collaboration with and 
between stakeholders 

Form a committee. 
Will it decide or advise? 

Might its decisions 
compromise the 

accountability of existing 
organisational roles? 

Is there an organisational 
role or committee that 

can override its 
decisions? 

It’s a steering 
committee  It’s an advisory committee 

It has to be an advisory 
committee so that 
accountability isn’t 

compromised 

It’s an advisory 
committee 

Consult individually 
Decide 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Advise 

No 

No 

Steering Committee
Decision Tree



Committee decision tree features 

Use of this model can reduce the number of steering 
committees and increase productivity in several ways:  

n  Labelling a committee as ‘advisory’ fundamentally changes 
the committee dynamic towards collaboration and removes 
its potential to frustrate.  

n  It reduces senior executive time attending steering 
committee meetings as attendance at advisory committee 
meetings can be delegated if necessary or desirable. 

n  It places the onus for carrying out effective stakeholder 
consultation back on to project managers. 

n  Conversely, it removes the hindrance that the existence of a 
steering committee can provide to a project manager in 
consulting with affected stakeholders. 

n  It can also mitigate the tendency to set up a steering 
committee whenever there’s an organisational problem to be 
solved. 

 



Suggestion 

I suggest that project committees be labelled as 
‘project coordinating groups’ rather than ‘project 
control groups’ as this better reflects their true 
function. 



Implications 

Within an organisation’s bureaucracy, committees other 
than judiciaries and JVs cannot slip down the left-hand 
side, as organisational employees can be directed.  
 
Furthermore, none of the examples given of true steering 
committees (JV, judiciary, disciplinary committee) 
actually have the label ‘steering’ and any change of name 
would be most unlikely as their other names sound more 
important anyway.  
 
This leaves practically nowhere that the title 
‘steering committee’ or ‘board’ is actually useful 
inside any bureaucracy, whether public or private. 



Could a steering committee produce this 
result? 



Conclusion 

In summary, I have spoken about three things that 
may be of use to you: 

n  A map of governance, showing what it is and 
what it isn’t 

n  Definitions of accountability and responsibility 
n  Steering committee decision tree 

 



Follow-up 

Links to source publications:  
n Redefining governance   https://
eprints.usq.edu.au/27853/  
n Accountability/ Responsibility https://
eprints.usq.edu.au/34150/  
n Steering Committees https://
eprints.usq.edu.au/23648/  

 
Contact Details: Steve McGrath (07)31622858 

kasmac99@yahoo.com.au  
 

Questions? 
 
 
 


